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January Sampler of the Month from Dutch Treat Designs
“Emma Sandford 1867”
One of the highlights of our Sampler Symposium
was seeing Claudia’s beautiful “Emma Sandford”
in person! And it was very exciting to see that my
reproduction on the 50c uneven weave linen will
be very close in size to Emma’s!

!

Of course, your Emma will be beautiful on
whatever linen count you select. The most
important consideration should be what linen is
most comfortable for you to see and stitch on.
The size of this sampler demands that you make
that an important part of your decision.

During January save 15% when you purchase
a minimum of 2 from the following choices:
* chart $24
* Lakeside linen, i.e., w/2” margins: 50c
Legacy unevenweave or evenweave = $19;
40c = $28; 36c = $37
* Silks, cost depends on your choice (See
options below)

My reproduction on 50c
Lakeside unevenweave
with Gloriana’s Tudor

!

Linen & Silk Choices: When ordering this
month’s SOM, please remember to tell us your
choices:
* Linen - Lakeside in various counts, including
50c unevenweave (V. Examplar or V. Lt.
Examplar) & evenweave (V. Maritime White) or
50c Legacy in Sesame Seed (cream)
* Silk - Gloriana’s Tudor silk (recommended for
50c) in Cranberry, or your favorite red;
Gloriana’s 12-ply in Cranberry or your favorite
red; Au Ver A’Soie reds 1026, 2925 or 4624; NPI
226 ~ we’ve ordered hanks (~40 yards) in
several of these colors.
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As an Attic Addict, save 15% on the
following during January:
* Sampler Charts & Kits
* Hand-dyed Linen
* Silk Threads

Saturday, January 25 & ??, 2 - 4 ~ Learn the basics of
this beautiful Norwegian embroidery while creating a
lovely sachet from Janice Love’s Basics & Beyond. The $15
book will be the class text, with its excellent instructions as
well as the class project. Students receive a 10% discount
on the book + supplies purchased for the class, including
scissors. Class 2 date determined at Class 1. Fee: $30
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2014 Nashville Market Day, Saturday, February 22 A
special day to shop, shop, shop for all of the latest and
greatest in our industry. Doors open at 9 AM for our Attic
Addict members and at 10 AM for the general public.

Thursday, Feb 27 thru Sunday, March 2 Junipine Retreat This
annual Attic event is sold out, with previous year’s attendees given
priority, limited by the size of the facilities. Get on the waiting list in
case of cancellations. $300 fee includes 2-bedroom creekhouse
(shared with 3 others) for 3 nights + opening reception + door prizes.

April

Sunday, January 26, Sampler Sunday, 1 - 4 ~ With our Sampler
Symposium on our usual third Sunday of the month, this time it’s
the fourth Sunday that we are gathering for this favorite time for
sampler sharing. Refreshments served. Please register. Fee $10

February

Saturday, February 1, 10:30-12:30, Beginning
Linen This class is appropriate for both beginning
stitchers and anyone wishing to refine their skills.
The class project is Linda/Needlemade Designs’s
Tulip needlebook design, and the $30 fee includes
her expert instruction + materials.

Saturday, April 19 ~ Finishing Class for MakeDo Scissors Case (2013 Attic Soirée project) More
details to follow in a future newsletter ~ just wanted
you to have time to complete your embroidery.

August

Fri, August 1 ~ Sun, August 3, Our Summer Soirée

November

Sherri Jones/Patrick’s Woods Workshops
Nov 7 - 9 ~ Projects will be announced next issue

Saturday, February 8, 1 - 4, Reversible Cross Stitch ~ In this 3-hour
class you will learn four reversible cross-stitch methods: the marking stitch,
the Italian reversible, and two other methods. You can do this on either
linen, evenweave, or aida; give us your choice when you register. Fee $25

Saturday, February 8, Our Semi-Annual Framing Frenzy. This
is your opportunity to save 20% on your custom framing order,
including frame, mat, and fillets, when you let Sandy use her
expertise in selecting the perfect frame to enhance your needlework.
Give her your budget, your likes and dislikes (“I don’t like gilded, but
I love primitive”), make a $20 deposit, and she will do the rest. The
discount does not apply to the framing labor charge nor to
readymade frames. All orders will be processed in the order received,
and orders with deadlines are ineligible for the FF discount.
Additionally, you should know that any non-FF incoming orders will
receive preference in the order of completion, which makes it
difficult to give a time estimate, but to save the 20% it is important
that you understand the order of completion.

Zoe is
crawling! …
and will be
9 months
old on
February 2!

We still have some BCRF cookbooks left.
Support a great cause (all net proceeds go to breast
cancer research) by buying a copy(s) of the Recipes
for a Cure cookbook for a donation of $14.95 (or
more) with fabulous time-tested recipes as well as
complimentary designs from 11 designers.
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Our 2014 Sampler Symposium is now . . .
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. . . just a wonderful memory. Here are a few photos from the weekend.
Vickie & Maegan displaying the treasured handkerchief
that inspired their precious porcelain pincushion project

Dr. Goggin’s lectures, both on Elizabeth Parker’s poignant
sampler and on the memorial sampler handkerchiefs in the
Drug War, were compelling, and seeing people, women and
men of all ages, embroidering in the “Embroidering for
Peace” movement was inspiring. Read about an August
2013 Tucson Bordados por la Paz event here.
Shirley won the NeedleWorkPress door prize.

The Christmas tree was covered
in hand-stitched ornaments!
The morning spent at Gloria’s viewing her sampler
collection was beyond wonderful! Gloria, wearing
her white gloves, showed us the backs of several of
her ‘reversible’ samplers and graciously accepted
suggestions of which samplers to reproduce next!

Amy provided lots of stitch demonstrations for us ~ most
interesting to see her execution of the Queen Stitch!

A beautiful Arizona January morning to enjoy
Gloria’s patio + the delicious morning treats!
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Other Bristol Sampler Reproductions
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Above, The Essamplaire’s
reproduction of “Augusta,” chart $27
The Scarlet Letter’s reproductions of “M.A. Tipper” $18 and “ Jane Rees” $24

Above, “Grace
Whitmore 1884”
and, right,
“Catherine
A rch e r ” ( b o t h
s h i p p i n g f ro m
England, current
pricing will be
available upon
request)

2 from Gigi R Designs, “Lizzie’s Bristol” $18, a charming
reproduction, and “Jeanne Ries” $22, while not a reproduction, is a
wonderful composition by Gigi inspired by Bristol samplers featuring
a dozen alphabets and at least twice that number of border designs

The Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
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More Bristol Reproductions Available

The reproductions on this page
by Leisure Needle are all of
samplers in the Museum of the
George Müller Charitable Trust in
Bristol, England. Current
prices will be available upon
request, necessarily impacted
by the var ying cur rency
conversion and freight charges.

Above, “Rosina Wedlake”
~ right, “Alice Jones” ~
far right, “Daisy”

Above from the left: “Blue and
Yellow Bristol” ~ “Sophia
Bailey” ~ “Rhoda Morley”

The Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
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It’s Here ... and It’s Beautiful!
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Initially titled the "Unidentified Essamplaire," this elegant sampler
necessarily had to be renamed ~ because with the aid of an infrared
light, the words “por Luciana” have been detected, and so now inquiring
minds want to know: Who was Luciana? Everyone loves a mystery!
The Attic's 2014 Stitch-Along, a reproduction from NeedleWorkPress,
blends true elegance and sophistication with its charming and naive
unfinished state. Close examination of the sampler reveals not only the
obviously delightful motifs--the parrot, wreath and butterfly, to name a
few--but also more subtle details, including the four-sided alphabet, tiny
spotted deer, and a beautiful paisley border. This early practice sampler is
stitched entirely in silk. The antique is as nearly as vibrant on the front as
on the back, as you can see from the photograph of the back. Its
horizontal presentation is a welcome departure from the shape of most
samplers, offering exciting framing and display possibilities. Stitched on
slightly uneven weave linen (43 x 46), the original sampler measures 22"
w x 9 1/2" h, lending itself nicely to 50c, 45c, 40c or 36c linens. See
below for linen and thread choices.
And I can’t wait to begin!

!
!

Chart - $18
Thread Choices:
* Gloriana Tudor silks $73.50
* Gloriana 12-ply silk, $112
* Gentle Art - $46.20

!

Lakeside Linen (460w x 200h)
* 50c (52/60) unevenweave $26
* 50c evenweave $26
* 45c $25
* 40c $32
* 36c $??

We’re reordering supplies and
ask for your patience. The
sampler on 36c linen necessarily
has to be on a special cut from
Lakeside because of its size ~
Jean initially miscalculated it ;-( !!
We’ll get started in our next issue.
In the meantime, meet Rosi, your
SAL leader, on page 7.

Above, Luciana close-up!
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Meet Your SAL Leader

Let’s  get  it  started:  2014  Attic  Stitch-Along
A message from our unconventional and fearless leader
Dear Attic Stitch-Along Participants,
Is this going to be fun or what?
In her precise and orderly once-aGerman, always-a-German fashion, stitch
-along leader Rosi Parsons proudly
proclaimed,  “Well  Wickie  (note  
substitution  of  “W”  for  “V”),  it’s  a  10page chart. So, why come up with some
random plan for the stitch-along? We will
go page-by-page, and then have a month
or  two  at  the  end  for  extra  credit.”
“Extra  credit?”  Vickie  asked.  
“Jah,”  Rosi  answered.  “That  beautiful  
paisley border! And the branch on the left
side! I want you to chart those so anyone
who wants to make their sampler more
complete and up-to-date can do it. Oh,
and maybe some initials to add to the
blank wreath or the repeat of a motif to
insert  here  or  there.  That  would  be  nice!”
“Jawohl,  frau  kommandant,”  
Vickie responded, knowing she was no
match for her long-time stitching buddy.
Actually, Vickie and Rosi met when their
sons were in kindergarten (a Germanderived word, Rosi notes). Vickie was
placidly sitting on a stage volunteering at
a Secret Santa Shop when a decidedly
German  voice  called  out,  “You  do  that  
sort  of  thing,  too?  Stickmuster?”
“Stick-what?”  Vickie’s  brow  
furrowed.  “Cross  stitch,  dummy,”  Rosi  
answered (in her always direct tone). And
the two have been friends ever since. The
difference between these two

needlewomen, however, is that Vickie
leans toward the more folksy and
primitive sampler genre. Rosi, on the
other  hand,  has  completed  “The  
American  Sampler,”  and  a  number  of  
spectacular pulled thread and white-work
projects.  This  is  why  she’s  the  perfect  
stitch-along leader.
That said, a stickler for detail,
Rosi has already poked holes in what
Vickie thought was a well-prepared chart.
Because Rosi wants to begin on page 10
(the bottom right sector, Rosi adds), she
noticed that the two ray stitches (bottom
right, #6 in instructions) and the zigzag
border (bottom right, #7 in instructions)
are a bit difficult to decipher in the chart.
So, for those of you wanting to get
moving right away, an enhanced image is
included here.
Rosi also had another
brilliant idea: Whether you stitch left to
right, top to bottom or vice-versa, you
can start in that corner of the page-of-themonth.  This  month,  it’s  page  10.  We’ll  
follow with page 5, which makes perfect
logical  sense  to  Rosi  because  it’s  directly  
above page 10. She also likes the variety
this affords us as we move through the
process—rather than doing all of the
alphabets at once, etc. And, of course,
you know you may always start where
you like and KEEP US POSTED BY
SENDING PHOTOS ALONG THE
WAY!  “It’s  doable,”  Rosi  encourages,  
“Not  so  much  stitching  that  you  can’t  

continue working on other projects at the
same  time.  Like  the  ornaments  I  didn’t  
get  finished  for  Christmas.”
Remember, for stitch-along
participants,  some  “extras”  will  come  at  
the end, plus watch for a few surprises as
our Stitch-Along journey continues.
Thanks for participating!
PS Rosi wanted to emphasize the fact
that her moment of clarity came after a
few glasses of wine and stout beer while
watching football playoff games. She
would also like to know your favorite
beverage while stitching—whether  it’s  
tea or an aperitif.

IMPORTANT NOTE: The 40ct linen Rosi selected is lighter than the piece we used to select colors and she wants her alphabet
to  stand  out,  so  she  is  using  FAWN  instead  of  ECRU  for  the  “tan”  in  the  large  script  alphabet.

These random practice stitches are part of the original chart, but in the printing process,
were lighter and thus harder to see.
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New in the Shop

From Kelmscott Designs, three new accessories for your sewing baskets: Three-Legged
Chair Needleminder $9.50 ~ Folkart Willow Tree Needleminder, $9.50 ~ and Pudgie
Scissors, 3.75”, in the primitive black finish with “pudgie” openings for fingers that find
it a tight squeeze with other scissors, $11.50

From Lizzie Kate
Left, “Let Them Be
Small” $9, another of
Linda’s samplers with
a message that touches
one’s heart with some
great wisdom

!
Above, the first 2 in the new Flip-It Series, Spring & Summer,
each $5.50 w/buttons ~ below, the 4 seasons stitched as one,
with the border featuring a favorite Bible verse, “To
everything there is a season . . .”

Below, “The Lord is
Good” $17, next in
the Inspiration Boxers,
with the “Bee Kind”
bonus chart inside,
along with the 32c
Lambswool linen and
the tiny beads.

Below, the latest Snippet,
“Snowy String,” $5

The Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
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From The Victoria Sampler

“I Love You Sampler” $18 chart; $54 w/accessory pack
is the next in the Beautiful Finishing Series with step-bystep finishing instructions for finishing your bellpull.

“Happy New Year” $17 chart; $62 w/accessory
pack, Thea’s latest design featuring a lovely
sampler that celebrates the start of a new year!

Cathy Jean’s “Farmyard Babies #4” $12
chart; $31 w/accessory pack, features
some adorable babies in tartlets! Package
of 3 tartlet tins also available for $10.

The Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
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More New in the Shop
R i g h t ,
SamSarah’s
“Winds
of
Grace” is now
complete with the
last part received
this week ~ chart
w/buttons, $9.50
~ the Ackfeld
table stand is $20
and the 12” Old
Man
Wind
topper is also $20

Although not new new, it is new to The Attic, this beautiful “Sampler Frisian 1750”
$19, 126 x 235, charted using 7 shades of Gentle Art Sampler Threads, for which we will
be doing a conversion to silk overdyes ~ on 40c linen, this sampler will be 6.3 x 11.75

Right, Rosewood
Manor’s “For Your
Delight” $8, 76 x 104

New from My Big Toe

From the left: “Serve” in the Building Blocks Series $12 ~ “Bless the Lord” $12 ~ “Early to Bed” $12

The Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
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Needleworkers Share

Cindy’s beautiful “Hannah Carter” showing you the front, the reverse, and the
quarter for scale. Here’s some of what Cindy said when she forwarded the
photos: You chose the overdyed silks and linen for me upon my request. Look how beautiful it
came out! It took me a little over a year to complete, including a little stitching "down
time" when I was ill for a few months last winter. It just needs a good look over before going to
my framer. I also took your suggestion (or one of your ladies on the phone) to let the beautiful
colored linen show through on the back ... I estimate this to have just under 200,000 stitches
the way I've done it. Whew! (And she did it over one on 36c with a continental!)

From Rhonda’s Needle

Above, Abby Rose Designs’ “Noble Right
& Pure” $9.50 ~ right, “A Sheltering Tree”
by All Through the Night

“Tate’s Stocking” $9 from Raise the Roof
Designs, stitched over one on ?40c? I can’t
remember exactly what she said ;-(

The Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
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Needleworkers Share

Clockwise from above: Diane’s Birds of a Feather’s “Red Reindeer
Sampler” $7 ~ I love this one, and if you do as well, don’t wait to get the
chart because this designer stopped publishing quite a while ago ~ Lee
Anna’s “Pelican” $23 from Courtney Collection ~ “Katy Horn” from
Carriage House Samplings ~ Bent Creek’s “Winter Row” $9

Silver Creek Samplers’ “Promise of
Spring” $10 stitched on 50c (52/60) V.
Cedar Plank with Tudor silks

The Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
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Sew Darling . . .
... a wonderful Attic exclusive project coming in June! A Jackie du Plessis limited edition that she calls a
needle case, but it will be so much more, a needlework accoutrement, a utilitarian accessory but oh, so
ornamental. Jackie describes this beautiful project thusly: The outside of the needle case will feature wonderful sweet
silk stitched red roses with other dainty flowers and leaves. The interior will be finished with luxury silk fabric. A tiny silken bag
for your treasured thimble or any other trinket can be fastened, while the second area allows for a needlebook made from doctor's
flannel pages. A special hand-turned wooden spool attaches to the mid area allowing for fiber or laces to be wrapped and stored
here. The needle case closes and ties with a soft vintage dyed double-sided silken ribbon.

!

Jackie and John collaborated on this when Jackie was visiting last November, and I was so excited about it when
I heard them discussing it. It will be a patriotic tribute to America featuring the rose, which was designated the
official flower and floral emblem of the United States of America in 1986.

!

Watch for further details in a subsequent newsletter.

Spring Mystery Sampler Club ~ “Spring Has Come”

Rosewood Manor presents a Spring Mystery Sampler distributed
exclusively through Norden Crafts! Join Norden Crafts,
Rosewood Manor, Weeks Dye Works, and Fabric Flair for a
spring of stitching suspense and fun! While it’s raining outside,
we can be stitching inside on this gorgeous piece by the incredibly
talented Karen Kluba of Rosewood Manor.

*There are 15 skeins of Weeks Dye Works flosses used in the main
design, 7 colors in this design, and several multiples.
*The fabric being used is a 32c Fabric Flair linen that was designed
exclusively for this piece. It is a white background with small
“yellow” flowers printed on it. The name of the linen is Yorkshire
Flowers. The main design size is 92w x 282h, approximately 6” x
18” when stitched on the specked linen.

!

3 patterns with release dates of March 10, April 14, and May 12.
There will be a bonus pattern included with each monthly release as well!
There are 7 skeins of Weeks Dye Works needed to complete all 3 bonus pieces,
and there will be available a bonus threadpack to complete all 3 bonus patterns.

!

For anyone wanting to stitch it smaller, we will be in touch with
Fabric Flair for ordering the Yorkshire Flowers fabric in 40c, and for
the silk stitchers like myself, we will offer an overdyed silk
threadpack.

!

Watch for more details in future newsletters.

The Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com

hints on making the most of each book in their shop. We think this will help drive additional
sales of our books for you.
A Schoolroom Alphabet is available to pre-order now. It ships the week of January 27.
To order at your standard distributor discount, e-mail Jack Beasley at
jbeasley@kcstar.com or call toll-free 855-852-2665.
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A Schoolroom Alphabet: Cross Stitch Projects
Based on an Antique ABC Handkerchief, by
Vickie LoPiccolo Jennett and Maegan Jennett
Enter the world of the one-room school to discover 12
delightful needlework lessons, all inspired by an
antique alphabet handkerchief once owned by Eunice
Bacon. The mother and daughter-in-law team of
Vickie LoPiccolo Jennett and Maegan Jennett
captured  the  handkerchief’s  charm  in  projects  that  
are both decorative and functional.
A large alphabet sampler is accompanied by projects
that decorate tote bags and backpacks, cover your ereader and tote your tools.
ISBN: 978-0-9709131-0-4
8.5 x 10.875 inches
Pages: 96
Retail: $27.95
SKU: 20486
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Linda’s box-painting class last week was held on our “front patio” on an absolutely
glorious January afternoon. We share these “winter” experiences with others to
underscore that we’re really not crazy for living here, despite the endless summers!

From Gloriana, 2 limited-edition colors in Tudor
silk ~ Sampler Symposium attendees each received
some of each of these glorious colors ~ and it will
be available for purchase, now that the Symposium
is over, in 6-yard packets. These would be an
elegant choice for a monochromatic sampler.
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